NSFAS Appeals

Students whose NSFAS funding application were unsuccessful may submit an appeal on their myNSFAS account by using the following link:

https://my.nsfas.org.za/Application/selfservice.jsp

The following are matters that you must ensure to comply with:

1. Students must lodge an appeal within **30 days** of having been assessed as unsuccessful. This means that students must ensure that they visit their myNSFAS account frequently.

2. The following documents are needed for final year students when submitting an appeal:
   - Certified copies of ID, and
   - Letter from institution indicating that the student has the propensity to complete their qualification within one additional academic term. This is appropriate for N+ rule exceeded.

Appeal turnaround time: An Appeal, once all due diligence is established, could take a week to be processed by NSFAS officials. However, if additional documents are required the student will have **only 14 days** to submit such documentation. If a student misses this date their appeal will be withdrawn.